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Abstract
In social interactions, people tend to imitate the behavior of others and to perceive dialogues in which they are imitated to be
more natural and smooth. This process of mimicry is not limited to non-verbal behavior, but also involves subtle adaptation of
one’s own speech style to the communication partner. Although being a natural phenomenon in human-human interaction, it is
not yet common for virtual agents to simulate such behavior by adapting their speech style to that of the user.
This work presents a user study (N = 48) that explores the participants’ perception of a virtual agent mimicking formal and
informal speech. The majority of participants preferred agents with a matching speech style over those with a mismatching
one. Other positive results of mimicry that were previously found in human-human interaction could not be replicated. To in-
form other researchers studying subtle agent behavior about possible factors that might dominate participants’ perception of
an agent, we present the results of a thorough content analysis of qualitative user feedback. From the salient themes, such
as mismatched emotionality in language and speech, affordances of agents, and expectations of the agent’s role in interac-
tions, we derive recommendations for the design of future user studies of subtle (verbal and non-verbal) agent behavior.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI; Natural language interfaces; • Computing methodologies →
Discourse, dialogue and pragmatics;

1. Introduction

Natural communication between people has many facets, one im-
portant one being mimicry. Humans imitate aspects of gestures,
facial expressions, and the speech of their conversation part-
ners [CL13]. Verbal mimicry, the adaptation of (para)linguistic fea-
tures of the speech to an interlocutor, has been shown to positively
affect the perception of an interaction and to enhance pro-social be-
havior toward the mimicker [GO07,GJM09]. That is, we mimic the
attributes of people we like, and like people more who mimic us.

Despite being a subconscious and natural behavior in human-
human interaction, it is still uncommon for intelligent virtual agents
(IVAs) to be able to adapt their speech style towards the users’. Im-
plementing such behavior, however, could make agents even more
valuable, especially in contexts that require the agent to interact
with different users. For example, customer service agents could
adjust to how formal or casual the user approaches them and re-
spond accordingly. The potential for such subtle differences to in-
fluence users, such as impacting their perceptions of human like-
ness and likeability of agents, has not been thoroughly researched,
and the few results to date are inconsistent (see Section 2.2).

Besides the subtle nature of mimicry effects, one factor con-

tributing to the decidedly mixed results of previous studies may
be that researchers generally strive to isolate very specific factors
in order to understand the influences of those factors as variables,
keeping everything else constant. While keeping things constant
enables comparisons, those constants can have unintended influ-
ences and often are not studied thoroughly. In a review by Norouzi
et al. [NKH∗18], it was noted that very few studies on IVAs col-
lected qualitative data that would allow for analyzing and under-
standing the perceptions and ratings of study participants.

This work is contributing to the research of human-agent inter-
action in two ways. First, we investigate effects of verbal mimicry
by both embodied and voice-only agents. In contrast to previous
studies, we particularly focus on the formality of speech, i.e. for-
mal (respectful, structured) versus informal (colloquial, slang) lan-
guage [Joo67] (for examples, see Table 1). It is known that the
speech style of users, and particularly the level of formality, varies
not only between individuals, but also for the same person when
expressing an idea to different audiences, using different modali-
ties, or accomplishing different tasks [HD99]. Therefore, mimicry
of these variations has the potential to personalize a user’s inter-
action with a virtual agent. In a user study with 48 participants,
we quantitatively evaluate the hypothesis that an agent’s mimicry
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of the user’s formality has a positive effect on the sense of social
presence, perceived anthropomorphism, rapport, and overall pref-
erence (see Sec. 3.6). Second, we explore some of the effects of
choices that are commonly made in designing IVAs by performing
a qualitative analysis on the collected user feedback (see Sec. 3.7).
Based on these results, we discuss general considerations for future
studies of subtle agent behavior (see Sec. 4).

2. Related Work

2.1. Verbal and Nonverbal Mimicry

Mimicry (also called mirroring and synchrony) is the automatic
process of imitating the behavior and actions of conversation part-
ners or observed individuals [CL13]. This process can occur fully
unconsciously and is usually initiated a few seconds after observ-
ing the actions to be mirrored. Common examples of mimicry are
the imitation of yawning, body postures, face touching, food con-
sumption, and even micro-movements like finger touching (for an
overview, see [CL13]). Mimicry is not limited to nonverbal be-
havior but can also be observed in written and spoken conversa-
tions. According to the Communication Accommodation Theory
(CAT), humans converge their speech style in terms of linguistic
features (e.g., accent and speech rate) and paralinguistic features
(e.g., pauses between words, utterance length, and pitch) [GO07].
In addition, interlocutors tend to reuse single words, phrases, and
structures of previous sentences in their speech [LK82, PK06]. As
a consequence of mimicry, various positive effects on individuals
were demonstrated, including increased liking, empathy, and affil-
iation in social interactions (for an overview of related studies see
Chartrand et al. [CL13]).

To date, these effects have only been partially replicated for
human-agent interactions. In a study by Bailenson et al. [BY05],
mimicking users’ head movements led to a significantly higher
social presence (i.e., the feeling of being there with a "real" per-
son [OBW18]) and a significantly more positive impression of the
agent. Hale et al. observed a significantly stronger rapport (i.e.
the feeling of connection and harmony with a conversation part-
ner [HMG11]) towards an agent that mimicked the user’s head and
torso movements [HA16]. This effect, however, could not be repli-
cated in a second study by the same authors [HA16]. Other hypoth-
esized positive effects on trust, perceived similarity, smoothness of
interaction, and self-other overlap were also not found. In another
study on the effect of agents mimicking facial expressions, no ef-
fect on rapport was found [HVDSLG18]. Further results on verbal
mimicry are discussed in the following section.

2.2. Formality-Based Speech Styles

Language style was defined by Enkvist [Enk16] as variations in
the language that preserve the content to be conveyed. In 1967, the
linguist Martin Joos [Joo67] introduced five different speech styles
of the English language, characterized by their level of formality
and associated with specific contexts (from most formal to most
informal): frozen, formal, consultative, casual, and intimate style.

A different definition of conversation styles in face-to-face di-
alogues was introduced by Tannen [T∗05], who observed distinc-
tive conversation behavior between her New Yorker and non-New

Yorker friends. These distinctions formed the basis for the forma-
tion of two different speech styles; the High Involvement is char-
acterized by a reduced syntactic form, overlaps between speakers
and short silences between sentences, while in the High Consider-
ation style, speakers tend not to interrupt each other and speak in a
structured manner. A study by Shamekhi et al. found that users pre-
fer virtual agents that match their own speech style to either High
Consideration or High Involvement [SCM∗16]. However, no sig-
nificant effects of matching speech style on agent trustworthiness
or likability were detected. Other findings by Hoegen et al. indicate
that users with a High Consideration style perceive agents with a
matching conversation style as more trustworthy; a result that could
not be shown for users with High Involvement style [HAMC19].
Neither study found evidence for an increased perceived quality of
interaction with agents that use a matched speech style.

Joos’ definitions of formality-based speech style levels [Joo67]
show that the extremes, frozen and intimate style, may generally be
inappropriate for virtual agents. Most current agents in the form
of home assistants or service bots use consultative style, mean-
ing they engage in bi-directional conversations and typically do
not use slang or humorous references that require shared back-
ground knowledge with the user. They thus simulate the speech
style that is most common in human-human interactions and is ap-
propriate for everyday conversations, especially with strangers or
in a work setting [Joo67]. Besides, formal style may also be suit-
able for users who utilize agents just for information retrieval and
wish for straightforward answers. Additionally, casual style may
be useful for users who aim for friendship-like talks and person-
ify the agent strongly. Considering the differences between users’
personalities and their expectations of an agent’s behavior, mim-
icking formal and informal speech has the potential to create more
human-like, individualized experiences.

3. User Study

To investigate whether the positive effects of mimicking formality
in human-human conversations can be transferred to human-agent
conversations and whether simulating this human trait increases the
extent to which the agent is perceived as a human-like social being,
we conducted a user study. We hypothesized that a cross-over inter-
action exists between formality of the user’s speech and formality
of the agent’s speech:

(H1) Matching speech style has a positive effect on
perceived social presence.

(H2) Matching speech style has a positive effect on
perceived agent anthropomorphism.

(H3) Matching speech style has a positive effect on
rapport with the agent.

(H4) Matching speech style is preferred over
mismatching speech style.

The user study was conducted in two iterations. In the first it-
eration, study participants held a conversation with an embodied
virtual agent, thereby incorporating not only the agent’s appear-
ance, but also the agent’s nonverbal behavior in the form of facial
expressions, gaze, and gestures as additional factors. Based on the
participants’ feedback and due to the fact that the majority of cur-
rently used agents, such as Apple’s Siri and Amazon’s Alexa, are
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Table 1: Three example utterances from the study, with either formal or informal speech style. The same examples were used in the post
questionnaire, asking participants to rate which sentences would correspond more closely to their own speech style.

Formal Speech Style Informal Speech Style

Good day, I am pleased to meet you. Hey, cool to meet you.

I am especially fond of jazz music. I love jazz music.

I’d be glad to discuss such topics again someday. Glad to talk again, anytime!

voice-only, we conducted a second study iteration without agent
embodiment with a different group of participants.

For better structuring and comparability, we will present both it-
erations jointly and point out differences at the appropriate places.
Overall, the study will be treated as a mixed design with the
between-subject factor agent representation, and the two within-
subject factors user formality and agent formality. In the following
section, we introduce the study methodology that allowed us to vary
the user formality within participants.

3.1. Method

Although IVAs are currently used predominantly as task-oriented,
transactional assistants, research on agents with personality, an au-
tobiographical background, or their own motivations suggests that
they will increasingly take on the role of social entities (for an
overview, see [NKH∗18]). We wanted our scenario to reflect this
view of agents, without being associated with a very formal or very
informal speech style per se. Thus, we decided to place the user
in an interview situation where the agent assumed the role of the
interviewee. In four rounds of alternating interview topics, the user
was presented with a script of questions to ask the agent (see Sec-
tion 3.4). In each round, a different combination of user formal-
ity and agent formality was chosen for the questions in the script
and the agent’s answers, respectively (for examples, see Table 1).
The scripts were based on pairs of informal / formal sentences
taken from the Music & Entertainment data set of the GYAFC cor-
pus [RT18]. To create coherent dialogues, the scripts were padded
with transitional sentences in consultation with a native English
speaker. The full dialogues can be found in the supplementary ma-
terial. The interview was conducted remotely via a simulated Zoom
meeting. An interview situation was chosen due to a number of ex-
pected favorable characteristics:

• Users can follow a script allowing us to change the users’ speech
style between conditions, thus comparing (mis)matching speech
styles in a within-subject design.

• It is plausible that user and agent interact without knowing each
other beforehand.

• The conversation flow can be fully controlled, which increases
comparability within and between participants.

• It is plausible to talk to the agent within a Zoom conference (ei-
ther with or without video).

• Conversations are theoretically long enough to observe mimi-
cry (as opposed to today’s transactional interactions with agents,
e.g., concerning the time or outside temperature).

• The predefined script prevents the user from adapting the ques-
tions and thus isolates mimicry effects that are exclusively
caused by the (mis)matching agent’s responses.

The method of pre-scripting the dialogue between user and agent
has already been used by Shamekhi et al. [SCM∗16] for studying
mimicry of High Consideration/Involvement speech styles.

3.2. Measures

Social Presence To measure social presence, we used a corre-
sponding questionnaire according to Bailenson et al. [BBBL01].
Since we expected differences between the conditions to be sub-
tle, we increased the granularity of the Likert scale to a range of 1
(“strongly disagree”) to 7 (“strongly agree”). We further adjusted
the first question, which originally asked whether users sensed the
presence of another person in the room. Since our setting was a
Zoom meeting, the question was transformed into: “I perceived that
I was in the presence of another person in the meeting with me.”

Anthropomorphism For the second measure, we used a sub-
scale of the Godspeed questionnaire introduced by Bartneck et
al. [BKCZ09]. It originally measures perceived anthropomorphism
with five items, each contrasting 2 adjectives on a 5-point Likert
scale. Since pretests showed that five levels are too constraining
for the small effect sizes expected in our scenario, the scale was
increased to seven levels. A value of 1 expressed artificial charac-
teristics, while 7 represented a high degree of human likeness.

Rapport The third questionnaire is an adapted version of the
Human-Agent Rapport Questionnaire (HARQ) [CAGP16]. It orig-
inally utilizes a 5-point Likert scale, with “strongly agree” indicat-
ing a high feeling of rapport. Again, we expanded this to a 7-point
scale based on results of a pre-test. Furthermore, the item “I was
paying attention to [the] way that [the] character responds to me
and I was adapting my own behavior to it” (factor loading of 0.49)
was removed from the questionnaire because, in our study design,
participants were not supposed to freely adapt their wording.

3.3. Materials

We conducted a remote study, requiring participants to attend a
meeting via the Zoom video conferencing software. The experi-
menter hosted the Zoom session and additionally joined the meet-
ing on an external PC under the name "Louise". Via this account,
the screen was shared to show a Unity application with the agent.
At the bottom of the agent window, the user was presented with the
current interview question.
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Figure 1: Embodied agent for the first study iteration [Eis18].

For the first iteration of the study, we used an agent with a virtual
3D body representation (see Figure 1). The agent was implemented
in the game engine Unity, version 2021.1.17f1, as described in the
article by Schmidt et al. [SAS20]. It is based on a 3D scanned fe-
male head model by Eisko [Eis18], extended with stochastic gaze
behavior (including focusing on points of interest, saccades, and
blinks) [Kna21] and lip synchronization. The agent uses IBM Wat-
son APIs to transcribe the user’s speech input and synthesize the
agent’s speech responses. Dialogues are handled through the natu-
ral language interface Watson Assistant. The interviews are covered
by a tree of 8 different response schemes representing the four in-
terview topics with either the formal or informal speech style of
the agent. If an input sentence can be classified into one of these
schemes, the agent returns the matching response. Otherwise, the
agent asks the participant to repeat the question.

In the second iteration of the study, we simulated a video con-
ference in which all attendees turned off their cameras. Based on
feedback from the first iteration, where participants reported a no-
ticeable mispronunciation of multiple words, we changed not only
the embodiment of the agent but also her voice. This was done
in an attempt to minimize distracting factors. While the wording
of the responses remained the same, they were synthesized using
the Google Text-to-Speech (TTS) engine (voice en-US-Wavenet-
F). The change led to a considerable improvement in pronunci-
ation, which was supported by the participants’ feedback after the
second study iteration (see Sec. 3.7.2). Since two participants of the
first study iteration reported that their input sentences were not un-
derstood several times, we decided to use a Wizard of Oz approach
in the second iteration, i.e., the agent’s response was manually trig-
gered by the experimenter.

In summary, the two iterations of the study differed in terms of
agent representation, with the first being embodied and using Wat-
son TTS output, while the second was voice-only using Google
TTS output. In terms of timing and sentence structure, the change
from automatic to manually controlled dialogue flow did not yield
any noticeable difference from the experience of the first-iteration
participants who did not encounter any problems with the speech
recognition.

3.4. Procedure

Before the study, the participants signed a consent form, informing
them about the study and how their data would be processed. When

joining the Zoom meeting, they were briefly told about the proce-
dure of the study. It was explicitly mentioned that the user would
interview four different agents without disclosing the focus of the
study on the agents’ speech style. Participants were then asked
to fill out a demographic questionnaire. Afterward, the interaction
with the IVA was demonstrated by the experimenter, who initiated a
brief dialogue to introduce the interview. After the demonstration,
the experimenter turned off their camera. In the main part of the
study, each participant sequentially conducted four interviews with
the agent, targeting music, art, cuisine, and movie directors. While
the sequence of interview topics was fixed, the condition order with
four combinations of user and agent formality was counterbalanced
among participants. To reduce the impression that the agent was
impersonating the same individual in all four conditions and was
thus unnaturally changing the speech style, the agent greeted and
said goodbye to the user in each condition and did not show any
signs of recognizing the user. After each interview, which lasted
approximately 1 to 1.5 minutes, the participants were asked to an-
swer three questionnaires, as presented in Section 3.2, and an open
question asking for further comments.

After all conditions were completed, a post questionnaire was
presented asking for general information about the participants
(e.g., their speech style, their experience with voice agents) and
their overall impression of the agents (e.g., agent preference,
whether differences in agent formality were noticed). To assess the
speech style of participants in everyday conversations, they were
asked which sentences from two given sets of (formal and infor-
mal) sentences would rather correspond to their own style. After
the questionnaire was filled out, participants had the opportunity
to give unstructured oral feedback on their experience, both on the
agent in general and on their impressions of the individual condi-
tions. The study lasted approximately 30 to 45 minutes.

3.5. Participants

We invited 48 participants, 24 for the first iteration i1 with embod-
ied agent (12 male and 12 female; ages between 21 and 31, M =
25.0) and 24 for the second iteration i2 with a voice-only agent (13
male and 11 female; ages between 22 and 56, M = 27.8). 43 partic-
ipants were students or researchers in the field of Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) or Computer Science, and five students from
other fields. HCI students were compensated with course credit.
Four participants of i2 were native English speakers, while the re-
maining participants self-assessed their listening English skills in
spoken interactions to be at a level of B1 (Ni1 = 2,Ni2 = 1), B2
(Ni1 = 4,Ni1 = 3), C1 (Ni1 = 10,Ni2 = 6) or C2 (Ni1 = 8,Ni2 = 10)
as defined by the Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages (CEFR) [Cou01]. Only three participants rated their
general speech style as rather formal than informal.

3.6. Quantitative Analysis

3.6.1. Methods

The questionnaires were analyzed by calculating the means in every
trial. Normal distribution of the scores’ residuals can be assumed
(assessed by Shapiro-Wilk tests and Q-Q plots). Therefore, a mixed
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Mean rapport values for both study iterations (vertical bars represent the standard deviation). The brackets indicate a signif-
icant simple main effect of user formality on rapport for the voice-only agent with Google voice. (b) Preferred condition with dotted bars
representing matching speech styles.

Table 2: Means and standard deviations for each of the four conditions per study iteration.

Agent Representation Embodied Agent With Watson Voice Voice-Only Agent With Google Voice

User Formality Formal Formal Informal Informal Formal Formal Informal Informal
Agent Formality Formal Informal Formal Informal Formal Informal Formal Informal

M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD

Social Presence 3.68 1.02 3.77 1.20 3.68 1.15 3.59 1.09 3.64 1.32 3.43 1.35 3.73 1.37 3.86 1.40

Anthropomorphism 3.23 .86 3.13 1.08 3.20 .79 3.24 1.05 3.57 1.56 3.37 1.55 3.66 1.58 3.92 1.47

Rapport 4.57 .80 4.62 .76 4.64 .54 4.54 .83 4.48 1.08 4.18 1.19 4.77 1.06 4.77 1.14

ANOVA was performed for each measure, with agent representa-
tion as between-subject factor (with the levels embodied and non-
embodied) and user formality as well as agent formality as within-
subject factors (each with the levels formal and informal).

3.6.2. Results

Means and standard deviations for all variables are listed in Ta-
ble 2. No significant main or interaction effects on the social pres-
ence and perceived anthropomorphism of the agent were found.
For the rapport measure, the ANOVA revealed a significant inter-
action between agent representation and user formality (F(1,46) =
5.967, p = .018,η2

p = .115). A subsequent simple main effects
analysis with Sidak-adjusted comparisons revealed that for the
second study iteration (i.e., the voice-only agent), rapport scores
were .441 points higher for informal than for formal user speech
(p = .001). For the first study iteration (i.e., the embodied agent),
no significant simple main effect on rapport was found (p = .990).
The results are illustrated in Figure 2a.

In the final questionnaire, participants were asked about their
preferred agent (see Fig. 2b). 30 participants selected a condition
with matching speech styles (13 informal–informal and 17 formal–

formal) while mismatching speech styles were favored 18 times
(8 informal user–formal agent and 10 vice versa). One participant
indicated that they liked each agent about equally, and another se-
lected two conditions as being similarly favorable.

3.6.3. Discussion

Regarding our initial hypotheses, the collected data only supports
(H4). Ratings of social presence (H1), agent anthropomorphism
(H2) and rapport (H3) were not significantly higher for matching
speech styles. Thus, results were obtained that are comparable to
those of Shamekhi et al. [SCM∗16], who also found a significant
correlation between users’ style and their preferred agent, but this
was not reflected in ratings of the agent’s likability or the desire
to continue interacting with the agent (two items represented in a
similar form in the HARQ).

Regarding user preference, while the majority of participants
chose a condition in which the agent’s responses had a speech style
similar to the user’s scripted questions, we observed a strong re-
cency effect, with 20 participants choosing the last agent and only
one participant choosing the first agent. One factor contributing to
this result could be increasing familiarity with the agent, as ex-
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plained in Section 3.7.2. Without a recency effect, the differences in
preference for matching versus mismatching speech styles shown
in Figure 2b can be expected to become even more pronounced,
as the recency effect in the current study should have contributed
equally to all four conditions due to the counterbalanced order of
conditions among participants with 100% coverage of order effects.

In the second iteration of the study, we observed significantly
higher rapport scores for an informal than for a formal user speech
style. This correlation between the own speech style and the rela-
tionship with the agent seems surprising at first glance, but a look at
the HARQ rapport questionnaire indicates a reason. Besides ques-
tions explicitly concerning the agent (e.g., I think the character is
likable), there were also questions assessing the interaction as a
whole (e.g., I felt uncomfortable during the interaction). Since 45
of the participants indicated that their usual speech style in every-
day conversations is informal rather than formal, being constrained
to read a formal script with predefined expressions may have had
an impact on how comfortable they found the conversation, which
in turn may have lowered the overall HARQ score.

One factor that may contribute to the missing support for (H1) –
(H3) is that mimicry effects have been found to be subtle in previ-
ous human-agent interaction studies [HAMC19, HA16, VHPM13]
and thus may require a larger sample size to be detectable. Fur-
thermore, greater differences between conditions were found in the
second study iteration, which contained fewer potentially distract-
ing factors than the embodied agent in study iteration 1, both due
to the missing agent body and the higher quality of the synthesized
voice. Indications of whether participants were actually distracted
from the conversation by other sources may be found in qualitative
feedback from study participants in the open-ended questions and
their oral feedback.

3.7. Content Analysis

To gain insight into factors that may have influenced the perception
of and interaction with the agent, we conducted a content analysis
of the qualitative comments collected throughout the user study.

3.7.1. Methods

We collected all written responses to the following open-ended
questions:

• Is there anything else that you noticed or that you would like to
mention? (asked after each of the four conditions)

• Can you explain why [you liked the previously chosen agent
best]? (asked once in the post questionnaire)

• Have you noticed differences in the agent’s degree of formality
while talking? (asked once in the post questionnaire)

• Any other observations or comments that you would like to
share? (asked once in the post questionnaire)

This resulted in overall 191 non-empty responses, 153 of which
contained qualitative feedback (rather than, e.g., just "yes"). Each
response was transferred to a sticky note in the web-based white-
board platform Miro [Mir21]. We then followed a content analy-
sis approach, with inductive (i.e., observation-based) coding of the
data [Arm17]. Comments were clustered by common themes. If a

comment targeted different aspects of the experience, it was split
into multiple notes. Comments that were ambiguous or did not ad-
dress a specific aspect of the interaction (e.g., Hope to have such
agent in my life) were discarded (N = 19). After an initial itera-
tion, similar clusters were merged and the resulting themes were
spatially arranged to reflect semantic proximity. Based on the clus-
tering, several core themes were derived (see Table 3). In the final
step, each note was reviewed with respect to the final categorization
and reassigned in individual cases. All steps were performed by the
first two authors and required agreement between both.

3.7.2. Results

The resulting categorization with an example utterance and the de-
termined frequencies per category is shown in Table 3. Our con-
tent analysis revealed multiple factors that influenced participants’
perceptions of the agent and therefore presumably affected ratings
of social presence, anthropomorphism, and rapport. The first type
of derived themes concerns dimensions of the agent (representa-
tion), ranging from high-level qualities that are unique to embodied
agents, such as appearance and behavior, to basic qualities that also
apply to chatbots, such as the expressed content.

Behavior Particularly in the first trials, participants often fo-
cused on the agent’s eye movements, which were occasionally
perceived as unnatural, even though they followed an advanced
model based on human motion data [Kna21]. Interestingly, the
lack of direct eye contact was mentioned, although this is also
common in real video conferences using a standard technical
setup [TWL20,HXX21]. Negative comments were also made about
the agent not smiling or showing other facial expressions, while the
synchronized lip movements and subtle breathing animation were
positively emphasized.

Appearance While only mentioned 3 times in the written
comments, the majority of participants in the first study iteration re-
ported in their oral feedback that the agent’s appearance contributed
to their overall ratings. It was noted that initially much attention
was paid to the visualization of the character and that the differ-
ences in speech were not noticed until the later trials.

Speech The agent’s voice was one of the most salient fac-
tors participants commented on, with individually varying percep-
tions such as artificial, robotic, but also natural and human-like.
Although the voice was consistent across all four conditions, par-
ticipants noted differences in perceived naturalness as well as other
features such as speaking rate. Switching from Watson to Google
TTS seems to have improved perceived quality, as no more pronun-
ciation errors were mentioned in the second study iteration.

Linguistic Style Variations in speech style, which are the ac-
tual focus of our study, were also noticed by most participants (36
according to the final questionnaire). In the open-ended feedback,
participants indicated three different contexts in which matching of
speech style had a positive effect, that is, when the agent mimics
(i) the user’s script, (ii) the user’s actual speech style, and (iii) what
the user perceives as normal in general everyday conversations. In-
dividual phrases were specifically highlighted if participants felt
that those were not part of their own usual vocabulary.

Content Content-wise, participants expressed favor for the
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Table 3: Categorization of the participants’ utterances in open-ended questions related to the perception of the agent. S1 refers to the first
study iteration with an embodied agent, and S2 to the second iteration with the voice-only agent.

Count

Category Example S1 S2

Behavior "She doesn’t look me straight in the eye." 14 –

Appearance "I liked her face." 3 –

Speech "The voice still sounds artificial, but already good enough to be enjoyable to listen to." 11 14

Linguistic Style "She sometimes uses very strong adjectives that seem unnatural." 14 11

Content "The agent and I share the same interests." 3 9

(Mis)matching Aspects "The robo-voice combined with informal speech patterns make up for a very funny image." 11 3

Perceived Personality "Seemed approachable, friendly and polite." 18 11

Interaction with User "Felt that the conversation was the most fluid one." 9 20

Affordances of Agents "Interesting that the agent was talking about what food they like [...] I can’t imagine a computer eating anything." 2 7

Study Design "Would be cool if you had some freedom in the questions asked." 4 7

general conversation if they could relate to the topic being dis-
cussed, and for the agent if they had the same opinion on the topic.

(Mis)Matching Aspects A recurring theme in the open-ended
feedback was inconsistencies between the aforementioned agent
dimensions, which can be observed in similar forms within state-
of-the-art applications featuring virtual agents [COC21, YUY21].
Specifically, it was mentioned that enthusiastic responses by the
agent were often accompanied by unemotional facial expressions
and intonation, and that the informal speech style seemed inappro-
priate for the agent’s appearance and voice.

Besides these comments directly referring to specific qualities of
the agent, we found multiple high-level themes that cannot solely
be assigned to a single dimension of the agent, but are formed
through their combination, subjective interpretation and/or relation
to general expectations of the user towards agents.

Perceived Personality Based on the overall impression of the
previously described aspects, a variety of character traits were at-
tributed to the agent, including polite, lively, relaxed, warm, and
humorous, but also distant, egotistical, and arrogant. Some partici-
pants even empathized with the agent to assess whether she enjoyed
the conversation. The fact that the agent expressed her own opinion
was also rated positive in some cases and strange in others.

Interaction with User The general flow of conversation was a
frequently mentioned evaluation factor. Specifically named aspects
were the (unbalanced) conversation shared between participant and
agent (since the agent’s answers were usually more elaborate than
the user’s questions) as well as whether participants felt that the
agent listened to their opinion and asked follow-up questions. Re-
garding the evolution of the human-agent interaction over time, six
participants explicitly indicated that they became accustomed to the
situation and therefore perceived the agent as less of a computer but
more natural or even more likable.

Affordances of Agents Several participants commented that

the agent’s capabilities and status differed from their expectations.
This related firstly to the fact that the agent commented on taste,
which, unlike vision and hearing, is not a sense that users would
attribute to a computer. Moreover, based on previous experience,
agents have been portrayed as a tool that provides information and
to which users issue commands rather than as a human-like en-
tity that expresses opinions and preferences (e.g., Amazon Alexa,
Google Assistant, and Apple Siri).

Study Design Finally, there were some general suggestions
about the design of the study. A few participants expressed the de-
sire to have open conversations with the agent instead of following
a script, but from the experimenter’s point of view, this would have
introduced additional confounding factors.

3.7.3. Discussion

The amount and variety of themes revealed by our content analysis
supports our hypothesis from Section 3.6.3 that participants’ eval-
uation of the agent was influenced by many factors other than the
formality of the speech style. Specifically, only 13% of the com-
ments were related to the agent’s speech style. Implications from
these findings, as well as approaches to counteract them in future
studies, are presented in the following section.

4. Insights into Studying Subtle Agent Behavior

Based on the preceding analysis of user feedback, we discuss lim-
itations of our design choices as well as some general options that
can be considered in the conception of future human-agent interac-
tion studies, especially when subtle changes in the agent’s (verbal
or non-verbal) behavior are involved.

Interview scenario Our study design was adopted from pre-
vious work on the mimicry of speech styles, with regard to both the
pre-scripted conversation and the personal content of the conversa-
tion (e.g., having the agent refer to her sense of taste) [SCM∗16].
However, the significant main effect of user formality on HARQ
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scores detected in our analysis may indicate that study participants
felt uncomfortable reading a script that did not match their usual
speech style. Related research has also found significant differences
between spontaneous and read speech, both in terms of acoustic
and linguistic features [NIF08]. An alternative approach to elicit
varying speech styles in an unscripted manner might be to place
study participants in different scenarios. Formal language, for ex-
ample, could be naturally provoked by pretending that the interac-
tion is being observed by a high authority (e.g., a professor). In this
case, however, it would be necessary to investigate whether expec-
tations concerning the agent’s speech style actually originate from
the user’s own speech style or from the situation itself.

Another observation regarding the study design was that al-
though study participants conducted an interview with the agent,
several criticized the agent for having personal experiences and an
opinion of their own. Unequal conversational shares and the fact
that the agent did not ask any questions back to the user were even
perceived as arrogant or egoistic. This suggests that the interview
scenario with the agent in the position of the interviewee was not
perceived as natural by the users, possibly because it changes the
usual power dynamic between users and agents, with the latter nor-
mally appearing as personal assistants. Also, users might still tend
to perceive agents as task-oriented, functional entities.

Natural Appearance, Speech, and (Emotional) Behavior
At the time of implementing the presented study, both text-
to-speech engines and facial animation systems targeting non-
professionals still faced difficulties in expressing natural behavior
with a rich range of emotions. Particularly in the first iteration of the
study with an embodied agent and IBM Watson-generated speech,
several participants perceived the agent’s appearance and behav-
ior as artificial or incongruent. Recent developments in these areas,
such as Google’s SoundStorm [BSV∗23] for natural audio gener-
ation or Ziva Face Trainer† for enhanced facial rigs, suggest that
such artificiality and incongruity can be reduced in future studies,
which would be beneficial in the study of subtle agent behavior.

Special attention should be paid to the IVA’s gaze, which was
one of the most prevalent themes in our content analysis. In our
embodied agent, eye movements were determined stochastically,
rarely leading to situations where the agent would look away when
the user began to speak, which was perceived as irritating or even
impolite. A future gaze model should integrate typical behaviors
known from human-human communication, such as maintaining
eye contact when the conversational partner is speaking.

With regard to conversational flow, where interruptions can be
very obvious to users as indicated by the qualitative feedback,
switching to a Wizard of Oz setup brought an improvement in the
case of our study. With the recent introduction of large generative
pre-trained transformer (GPT) models [BMR∗20], a transition back
to an intelligent dialogue system should be considered for future
studies, as this would allow more freedom in the conversation with
the agent, as requested by some of our study participants. However,
further consideration of inter-condition confounding factors due to
non-deterministic response behavior of agents is necessary.

† https://zivadynamics.com/ziva-face-trainer

Interaction Duration Due to the limited duration of each en-
counter between user and agent (1 to 1.5 minutes in our study), the
agent appears as a stranger to the participants, possibly influencing
the user’s attitude toward it. Apart from a long-term study, which is
often not feasible, a familiarization period could reduce the impact
of this limitation in future studies. Our content analysis suggests
that another positive effect of such a phase is that users become ac-
customed to the agent’s voice and/or appearance, making the agent
perceived as less artificial over time and directing the user’s atten-
tion away from aspects initially perceived as unnatural.

Context Dependency Like many related IVA projects
(e.g., [BY05, HA16, VHPM13]), we selected a specific agent ap-
pearance and voice for our study. However, our qualitative results
suggest a strong influence of the interaction context conveyed by
the entirety of the scenario, from clothing style to additional objects
in the scene to the assumed age of the agent. Since it is challenging
to create a fully generic scenario (e.g., our agent’s wool sweater
was perceived as formal by some participants), it might be help-
ful to have a future use case scenario in mind when designing the
virtual study environment. Another option, propagated mainly in
psychology research, is called stimulus sampling [MO14, WW99].
Here, small aspects are varied between the participants and treated
as random factors in the analysis. Stimulus sampling in terms of
agent appearance could also support the impression that users are
interacting with four different agents rather than one agent that un-
naturally exhibits a different speech style in each study condition.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a user study (N = 48) investigating the
mimicry of formal and informal speech by (dis)embodied virtual
agents. While the majority of study participants preferred conver-
sation with an agent that matched the participant’s speech style, this
result was not reflected in ratings for perceived anthropomorphism
or rapport. A content analysis of user responses suggests that vari-
ations in formality were perceived by most participants, but con-
tributed little to the overall ratings due to several other influencing
factors. Based on these results, we discussed multiple practical ap-
proaches aimed at reducing such influences in future IVA studies.

Beyond adapting the study design to follow these approaches,
it would be interesting to extend mimicry research to cover addi-
tional questions. Our study had a focus on the influence of mimicry
through the agent, but due to the concept’s bidirectionality, the user
would presumably also adapt to the agent’s speech style over time.
Corresponding observations have already been made when some
participants converted contracted forms in their interview questions
(e.g., it’s) into the long form (e.g., it is) when speaking to a for-
mal agent. Moreover, as indicated by user feedback, the percep-
tion of IVAs is highly dependent on their visual appearance and
voice. Further research on this topic may be warranted to develop
a generic agent that can accommodate different speech styles. Fi-
nally, machine learning language models such as GPT-4 already
support human-like dialogue with a chatbot, with the option to au-
tomatically convert formal to informal language and vice versa. By
coupling this with a user speech formality classifier, a more flex-
ible approach can be developed for both future user studies and
real-world applications.
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